War was imposed on Afghanistan: Ghani

Nawaz Vows to Hunt Down Afghan Taliban

Karzai - Visiting Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Tuesday said sanctuaries of Taliban insurgents would be dismantled by direct action, when found, and would be monitored by the existing mechanisms. Speaking at a joint press conference with President Ashraf Ghani here, the prime minister said any effort by any militant or group to destabilize Afghani-

stan would be dealt with severity and such ele-

ments would be outlawed and harassed down.

In a rare show of solidarity, the meeting between Pak-

istan and Afghanistan raised the real line of co-op-

eration in conjunction. He said that military attack on the Afghan police would be done as already offered including training. Coordinated operations would be planned and conducted on mutually agreed basis to target militant hideouts along the

border, he continued. (More on P4, 8)

Power Bills Defaulters Given 10-Day Deadline

Karzai – The Afghan Interior Minister Abdur Raufi

Sukhtai threatened to cancel the names of electricity bill de-

faulters if they failed to clear their out-

standing payments on time. The minister.

marketing, chief of the Sukhtai said on Tuesday. Addressing a press

conference, Minister Abdui Raufi Sukhtai named new-

tional names of defaulters includ-

ing several departments, with the

Ministry of higher education had amount of around 156 million af-

nily, sources of department of en-

ergy and (More on P4, 8)
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Abdul Halil Khattabi

Taliban Pushed Back in Charsada Fight

FEROZKOH – After six months, the insurgents have died and four others wounded as a result of fresh clashes in the Charsada district of western Ghor province, officials said on Tuesday.

Farid Haji Ghazi, provincial council head, said Taliban mounted three attacks on security checkpoints on Mon-

day but failed with stern resistance from Afghan Na-

tional Army (ANA).

Then said a major check point overrun by Taliban was regained by security forces.

Abdul Halil Khattabi, the governor's spokesman, said Taliban had faced

with defeat in the province and re-

treated. He added insurgents had suffered heavy casualties but he had no exact details.

Taliban, the government's spokesman, said Taliban had faced

with defeat in the province and re-

treated. He added insurgents had suffered heavy casualties but he had no exact details.

10 Prisoners Released from Maidan Wardak Jail

Karzai – Based on a presidential decree, 10 prisoners who had not committed ter-
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NATO Mulls Presence Beyond RS Mission: Stoltenberg

One in Nine Afghans on Drugs: Survey

China, Afghanistan Vow Stronger Security Cooperation

Berlin – As NATO has played its role in bring-

ing stability to Afghanistan for a decade, it would need to maintain a presence in A-

fghanistan even after the end of its current mission to train, as-

sumed and assist the Afghan in-

frastructure, the alliance said.

In a statement ahead of the Foreign Ministers Meeting of NATO which takes place in Dusseldorf, Turkey, NATO Sec-

etary General Jens Stolten-

berg said: "We will discuss how to strengthen our partnership with this country for the future." Afghanistan's soldiers and police have been doing great job since they took responsibility for security at (More on P4, 8)

Afghanistan, both countries to implement consensus reached between state leaders, expand coop-

eration areas and promote new programs of bilateral strategic partnership.

China said Afghanistan firmly supports China, and (More on P4, 8)

Saffron Replaces Lapis Lazuli as Gift to World Leaders'

The meeting was attended by Agriculture and Livestock Minister Aasifullah Zaree and the ministry's working team. The minister ex-

plained his ministry's 100-day plan divided into nine parts.

The meeting discussed in detail the plan, im-

purification system, wheat production, storage, pa-

dries, fruit orchards, commercial trees, treatment of plants and household util-

ities, research works, preservation of forests, natural streams, support for the private sector, administrative reforms, human resources and the ministry's public relations strategy.

The ministry's working team also shed light on pending issues held out at the London Conference regarding Afghanistan's agriculture sector. President Ghani praised the ministry's plan and directed (More on P4, 8)

Affghan carry goods from a damaged house near a heavy rain in Kunduz province, northern Afghanistan on May 22, 2015. Flood damaged around 500 houses in Kunduz province. (Xinhua/Alem)
No Burial at Sea for Osama, Body Parts Tossed Over Hind Kush

Journalists say US government's assertion that Osama was given an appropriate burial is false.

Laden was not given a burial at sea, nor was his body thrown into the ocean, according to a new report by the Associated Press.

The body was kept in a freezer for five days before being flown to the US. The US government has not released any information about the location of the burial site.

"We are aware of the burial claim, but we have no further details to share," said an official from the US military.

Officials from the Pakistan military have also denied the reports.

Analysts Doubt Pakistan's Ability to Abide by Taliban Talks

Some political analysts and consultants feel that Pakistan's ability to abide by the Taliban talks is doubtful. They suspect that Pakistan may use the talks as a negotiating tool to gain concessions from the US.

"Pakistan has a history of using talks as a way to buy time and gain leverage," said a political analyst. "They may use the talks to delay the US from taking military action against them."
Kabul-Islamabad Cooperation for Peace

Afghan and Pakistan leaders have once again endorsed their Administration for building close relations and cooperation on the Afghan peace talks. The Afghan government has invited all stakeholders of the region, including Pakistan, to participate in the ongoing peace process. Pakistan's President and Prime Minister have expressed their support and cooperation in the Afghan peace process. The Afghan government has also invited the Taliban to join the peace talks, and Pakistan has agreed to facilitate the process.
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(1) War was "agreed that our bilateral rela-
tions be normalized on the basis of
the policy of non-interference. We
must face up to the situation for the territories to be
restored to the other."

Nawaz said Afghanistan's en-
listment of aid from the United
States and Pakistan's own efforts
in the region were "worthwhile"
and "significant."

Taliban and Afghanistan would
become partners in rooting out the
menace of terrorism and would work
determination and by adopting a
comprehensive and coordinated
approach in dealing with the
violence in Afghanistan by
Mullah Omar's terrorist group
Operate in Afghanistan.

The prime minister said they had
agreed to take "unilateral" action
against theFinishers in Afghanistan by
Mullah Omar's terrorist group
Operate in Afghanistan.

The prime minister said they had
agreed to take "unilateral" action
against theFinishers in Afghanistan by
Mullah Omar's terrorist group
Operate in Afghanistan.

It is worth noting that, although
Margaret Thatcher, the British
prime minister, had visited Peshawar in
1987, the two sides had never held
such a high-level meeting.

The agreement was a "significant
development in the region's
security architecture," said Sharif.

He said that both sides agreed to
"resolutely support each other
developed and flourishing relations in
the region."

"Inclusion of the Afghan people in
elements of the Afghan government
is a key aspect of the agreement."

"Afghanistan, and the Afghan
people, have made clear that they
will not allow any group or entity to
use their country as a base for
terrorism against other countries,"
Taliban spokesman said.

The Taliban had announced that
they would not allow any group or
entity to use their country as a base
for terrorism against other countries.

(2) Civil War

The survey indicates that the
number of people in Peshawar who
consider the "civil war" to be a
serious problem has increased
threefold since 2008, from 20% in
2008 to 60% in 2013. Moreover, 80%
of the population believes that
"the civil war" is a "very serious
problem."
Kerry to Explore Putin’s Flexibility on Ukraine, Syria

WASHINGTON - Secretary of State John Kerry hopes to explore Russia’s willingness to curb its menacing behavior in Ukraine and Syria as the two sides approach a new round of talks in the coming weeks.

Kerry, in a statement that went far beyond other recent American actions, said he was looking for a "serious, substantive discussion" with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov. The two men are scheduled to meet at the United Nations in New York on Sept. 22, the same day that Kerry will visit Russia for talks.

The meeting comes as Ukraine is on the brink of a constitutional crisis and the United States is preparing to introduce new weapons to Ukraine. The United States and its European allies are also considering new sanctions against Russia if it continues to escalate its support for separatists in eastern Ukraine.

"I do not want to be repetitive," Kerry said in a statement. "I am not concerned about how we reached this point, but about what we do next."

Kerry’s spokesman, John Kirby, welcomed the possibility of a "serious, substantive conversation." He added that Kerry was "encouraged" by the possibility of a "constructive interaction" with Lavrov.

"The situation in eastern Ukraine is of great concern to the United States and its European allies," Kirby said. "We continue to call on Russia to take steps that reflect its desire to resolve this crisis peacefully.

Kerry’s comments come as he prepares to travel to eastern Ukraine for a trip that will include a visit to the site of the downed Malaysia Airlines Flight 17. The plane was shot down over territory held by separatists in eastern Ukraine in July 2014, killing all 298 people on board.

Kerry will also meet with Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko, who has been under pressure from his own party to step down.

"It is in Russia’s interest to try to find a way to end the conflict in eastern Ukraine," Kirby said. "If there is interest, we will explore the possibility of a substantive discussion."
KABUL - Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif on Tuesday pledged to complete projects his country has initiated in Afghanistan, should he arrive in Kabul at the head of a high-level delegation, held talks with President Asif Ali Zardari at the presidential palace.

At the delegation-level meeting, both the UN discussed various issues of mutual interest, including security and economic cooperation, a statement from the President's Spokesperson.

Pakistan army chief Gen. Raheel Sharif, who visited Afghanistan last week, was also present.

**Allegations Against Musulmam Refuted**

KABUL - Director General Directorate of security (SDS) in eastern Nangarhar province on Tuesday rejected that brother of incumbent Chairman Shura Musliyam was linked with any terror group with uranium.

Earlier, the 1st Deputy Speaker of Wolega Jihc Qudl said that the prime suspect involved in suicide attacks in eastern Nangarhar province was not in the house of Chairman Shura Musliyam.

He said security officials were arrested today away from searching the house of chairman Shura Musliyam, for three hours before they were allowed to enter the house.

He said two suspects having hands in terror attacks of incidents of violence in Nangarhar were living in the house of Chairman Shura Musliyam’s brother who is the commander of 22nd division. He said the police detained Musliyam’s associate in his movements and other kinds of attacks, adding that charges against him will be lifted by the order of the court.


Sharif visited the family home of Ahmadzai and said no member of Musliyam’s family is involved in SDS.

**UN’s High Commission for Refugees**

KABUL - The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) said it had saved in Afghanistan on Wednesday for a three-day visit to assess its progress and the continuing challenges in UNHCR’s largest repatriation operation worldwide.

More than 5.7 million Afghan refugees have returned to Afghanistan since the current voluntary repatriation programme started in 2002. The UNHCR said in a statement that aside from reviewing UNHCR’s operations in the country, the main purpose of Guterres’ visit will be to discuss with senior government officials, long-term solutions in the Afghan (More on P-21).

**ANSF Retake Control of Jawaz District**

ANJQ-ANW - The security forces have been able to register a success in Jawaz district in western Badghis province - three days after the district fell into the hands of Taliban. The incident took place when dozens of Taliban insurgents carried out coordinated attacks in Jawaz district and according to local officials.

Details of Commanders of Interior Ministry, Najib Danish.

said Tuesday that Afghan National security forces (ANSF) members launched a joint operation on Monday to regain control of Jawaz district which was captured by the Taliban a few months ago. Danish said, adding that clashes (More on P-21).